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This is the editorial board of St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

Political affiliation:

Items by this editorial board:

- Barack Obama for president (Topic: United States presidential election, 2008, Position: Obama should be elected, Stance: for)
- Cost of cutting red tape not worth the price (Topic: Sarbanes-Oxley Act, Position: Act should be reformed, Stance: against)
- Obama for president: A second term for a serious man (Topic: United States presidential election, 2012, Position: Romney should be elected, Stance: against)
- The compelling, but still unpersuasive, case for war on Syria (Topic: Syrian civil war, Position: United States should intervene, Stance: against)
- Vengeance V. Victory (Topic: Military Commissions Act of 2006, Position: Act should be passed, Stance: against)
- We recommend Joe Biden for president — and overwhelming rejection of Trump (Topic: 2020 United States presidential election, Position: Biden should be elected, Stance: for)
- We recommend Joe Biden for president — and overwhelming rejection of Trump (Topic: 2020 United States presidential election, Position: Trump should be elected, Stance: against)
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